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Outstanding Hares St. Blow Job, Fungus and Butt-Cycle gave us another great exposure 
to the exceptionally beautiful jungle hillsides in Ban Para. For 
those that don't know, this area has massive triple-canopy trees
with seemingly endless drainage ravines filled with bamboo, 
vines and waterfalls still gushing from a big rain the night 
before.  Locals cultivate patches in the jungle so runners 
would suddenly pop into groves of durian or sataw.  The hares
said they had seen a 2+ meter cobra hunting along the stream 
only meters from the laager.  Evidence for what is now 
coming out of the jungle was visible right at our laager where 
the girls were selling bamboo root, sataw, som quai, coconuts 
and even several very spicy soups ready to take home to eat.  
Lucky Lek was even giving away bags of sweet star-fruit he'd 

just collected from his home garden.  Edible nature was all around.

Steward Chaser Lucky Lek lamented to the circle 
that once again his steward had made a last 
minute cancellation, for the 2nd time, so he and 
Fungus did a quick fill-in.  After Fungus gave a 
few down-downs to his victims LL came in to 
have Fungus read a joke from his phone with 
print so small that LL, with great effort, had to 
hold his own glasses at some funny angle for 

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Fungus to make out the words.  It took 3 attempts for Fungus to reach the punch line but 
just then the phone rang and LL snatched it away from Fungus, stepping away to take a 
lottery-number booking, which became the best part of their spot.  Well done guys for 
jumping in and getting the job done, again showing us all even idiots can do this job, 
which means a lot of hashers qualify, so don't be shy about volunteering to do a spot.

Earned shirts awarded today became a steward spot in itself.  After Wilma awarded 
Tulips his 333 Shirt Scammer was stripped and awarded a 25-Runs shirt.  Fungus 
quickly entered calling back in Wilma and GM Not Long Enough, then Ultimate 
Fucking Cunt who was wearing the Virgin Hare shirt given him a few weeks earlier.  
Fungus called in Good Jobs asking Wilma and the GM to take her shirt off to prepare her
for a new shirt long overdue in coming to her.  Off came her shirt while Fungus told the 
story behind receiving it today and not when she earned it months ago.  GJ asked 
Fungus to help get her one, especially if it could be like like UFC was wearing.  Now 
she was dancing around covering herself, begging for her new shirt as Fungus went on.

Well Good Jobs, here's your shirt nicely personalized showing her name, the run number
and date earned.  Lots of complements came for the improved hare showing on the back 

(plus a tiny mushroom) and the original PH3 shirt front showing the 
Thai flag.  Well done Good Jobs for volunteering to Hare, and enjoy 
finally getting your shirt.

The circle pretty much ran itself with lots of laughter.  The sunlight 
filtering down through the hillside jungle and rubber-tree canopy gave
everyone a relaxing view no matter where they stood or sat making a 
perfect day even better.  What a great example of a great hashing day!

Virgins were iced & departers sent off then hares called in.  Again Manneken Pis worked
the circle into finally deciding that Fungus should get Hash Shit for having
given the horn and pink paper to Cock Tastes Good, thus once again
showing PH3 doesn't need to feel bound to truths or honesty.  (There were
only 2 checks and one was 34 meters!!).  No worries, a great run it was.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)
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